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Key Features
Monitor , Control the indoor units

Maximum 64 indoor units can be connected with one 

CCM-15 data converter device

Maximum 640 indoor units can be controlled by one mobile phone

Simple Schedule can be set for the indoor units

Error codes can be queried for the indoor units

Group management function can be used to divide 

the indoor units into groups

User group management to invite other users to 

Operation Logs

Computer website operation is also available
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High Compatibility
Compatible with a variety of operating systems. User groups can be joined simply by scanning a QR code.

Convenient Operation
Drag the position of the floating bubbles to change 

temperature and fan speed.

Anytime Control
Remote access to CCM-15 allows anytime, anywhere control.

Clear Icons
Clear, color-coded icons allow unit operating states to be 

viewed at a glance.

User Friendly Interface
Clear, stylish interface designed by leading industrial 

designers.

Cloud Server Website
In addition to "M-control", users can control air conditioners 

and query the status of air conditioning equipment 

anytime and anywhere through the cloud server website.

Virtual Experience
After downloading "M-control", you can experience the 

operation of the interface through the virtual experience 

function without registration.
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Group Management
The user can group the air conditioners equipment, and the 

air conditioner in the same group can be controlled 

together just with one tap.

2 Permission Levels
Administrators can set different permissions for different 

users to facilitate better management of devices.

Multiple Language Options
Supports multiple languages so that users of different languages can operate easily.

Flexibility
The Data Converter can be connected directly to a network of indoor/outdoor units.


